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feature

INSPO:
Think terrazzo, worn
concrete, earthy tones
and retro patterns.
THE COLOURS:
Earthy and moody
shades including
charcoal and taupe.
THE COLLECTION:
A contemporary classic,
the Italian collection is
a range of wall and floor
tiles that blend timeless
traditions with modern
techniques to create an
ageless aesthetic with a
modern edge. Distinctive,
stylish and elegant, this
carefully curated story is at
once authentic and modern,
familiar and so new — and
very effective for both
residential and commercial
applications. Each tile
was made in Italy and is
exclusive to National Tiles.

MODERN
CLASSIC

Give your home a contemporary edge with the
Grand Designs Capsule Collection, only at National Tiles
NATIONAL TILES &
GRAND DESIGNS:
Grand Designs has partnered exclusively with
National Tiles to create the stunning Capsule
Collection of high-quality, affordable tiles
and flooring. All products are hand-picked
according to Grand Designs’ ethos and
principles, allowing you to create your own
Grand Design at home with National Tiles.
The procurement team travels to Italy several
times a year, working closely with supply
partners and design teams to source new
manufacturers and offer Australians the best
possible tiles available.
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GRAND DESIGNS

Italy is well respected throughout the world
for excellence in the ceramics industry and
is renowned for its quality products, their
innovative design and classic appeal. National
Tiles carries a large range of Italian-made
products including the ‘Ceramics of Italy’
collection, which showcases the expertise,
style and design heritage synonymous with
Italian tiles.

WANT MORE INFO?
W nationaltiles.com.au
P 1300 733 000
I instagram.com/nationaltilesau/
F facebook.com/NationalTilesAustralia/

the tiles:

CONCRETO
A collection of mottled and dusky hues inspired
by weathered cement, the Concreto series forms
a strong foundation for any aesthetic.

I COCCI
Inspired by the traditional Italian flooring of the
early 20th century, the porcelain I COCCI series of
solid and decorative tiles emulates the fragments,
flecks and flakes of marble bound by cement.

FOSSIL
Drawing inspiration from time-worn fossils and
crushed seashells, the porcelain Fossil series is
made up of four aged colourways that create a
subtle, worn look and add character and warmth.
GRAND DESIGNS
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